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Subtitle: From milliseconds to minutes or

cross-scale coupling 
in the solar-wind magnetosphere interaction

Polar, 11 April 1997, magnetopause  poleward of the cusp under
strong northward IMF
 • macroscale - minutes:  sunward convection at high-latitudes 

(Le, G., et al., 2001)
 • mesoscale - seconds:  D-shaped ion beams in the boundary layer      
(Russell et al., 2000, Fuselier et al., 2000 ), magnetic “bubbles” at 
the magnetopause, kinetic Alfvén waves, tearing instability of MP 
current layer (Stasiewicz et al., 2002), hydrid simulations; 
Bn different from zero, S-shaped hodograms - thin current layer, 
open magnetopause   
 • microscale - milliseconds:  LH waves, whistlers, electron solitary 
waves, and finally, Langmuir waves 







DATA:

Electric Field - EFI , F. S. Mozer, P.I., Univ. of Berkeley
Magnetic Field - MFE, C. T. Russell, P.I., UCLA
Plasma Data  - HYDRA, J. S. Scudder, P.I., Univ. of Iowa
Energetic Particles  - CAMMICE, T.A. Fritz, P.I., Boston 
University
Waves - PWI, D. Gurnett, P.I., Univ. of Iowa

Solar wind data - WIND and GEOTAIL



Solar wind conditions:

•April 11, 1997, 14:15-14:55 UT, magnetopause skimming due to a 
“valve” of enhanced pdyn, at ~ [2.63,1.42, 8.08 , RE] GSM, under  
solar wind with Mach numbers: [Ms, Mms, MA] = [9.0, 4.1, 4.7*], 
and a steady IMF= [3,-2, 20] nT, GSM

 The plasma depletion/magnetic flux pile-up layer  formed itself in 
the magnetosheath just upstream the magnetopause and the MS 
flow stagnated to  ~sub-Alfvénic velocities.  



HYDRA spectrograms for April 11, 1997 high-latitude MP crossing

“B” - “bubble layer”, magnetopause region with very depressed magnetic field, 
“MS” - magnetosheath, PDL, magnetic flux pile-up (from Stasiewicz et al., 2002) 

lobe



HYDRA spectrograms 

electrons, 0o, 90o, 180o p.a.

ions , 0o, 90o, 180o p.a.

MFE, magnetic field in LMN coordinates

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

First approach to MP





Magnetic structure:
- The magnetic shear is ~150 degrees, so there is a guide field  as 
large as ~25% of the MS magnetic field. 
- Figure 2 shows many  full crossings of the magnetopause 
current  layer, as well as several partial  magnetopause crossings.
- Each full or partial MP crossing features of deep depression of
B.
- The hodograms of full crossings have different shapes, from 
oval shaped to S-shaped, with only one crossing featuring a 
semi-circular rotation. 
- Figure 4 shows examples of hodograms. Deepest depressions 
correspond to S-shape hodograms, that  accompany most sudden 
transitions, with 2-s for the complete transition from MG-like  to 
MS-like magnetic field.  The distribution of depth and half-
thickness of depression “wall” for all  transitions and those with 
S-shaped hodograms is shown next . 



Examples of  hodograms  across the MP current layer



Assuming  VMP,n =50 km/s  to  100 km/s, the half-thickness of the „wall” of 
magnetic cavity within the field reversal region is  50 to ~ 100 km for half of all
MP crossings, and 30 to  ~60 km for half of those with S-shaped hodograms. This
is to be compared with MS ion Larmor radius  ri,L = 50 km (for v i,th), and MS ion
inertial length  d i =~15 km,   in the plasma depletion layer just upstream of MP. 

S-shapedAll  MP



Plasma waves:

- Magnetopause crossings typically are accompanied by  strong 
wave activity in wide frequency range. Figures 6 a,b show 
wave spectrograms from Step Frequency Receiver of PWI , for 
magnetic and electric wave component. Detailed analysis 
shows that in the magnetopause boundary layers close to MP 
the dominating wave modes change rapidly on milisecond time 
scale, especially in the case of thin current sheet, as is the case 
here. 



? ?
?



Partial MP crossing at 14:16:00 UT 
- EFI was triggered in burst mode during this uncompleted 
MP crossing. Figure 7 shows summary of  observed field 
and wave structures. Local compression of the magnetic 
field with the accompanying depression of plasma density at 
the separatrix  was the site of intense lower hybrid wave 
turbulence, as predicted, e.g., by Shay et al., 2001
numerical simulation of reconnection (with 2 1/2 D electron 
particle-in-cell code). Figure 8 shows wavelet spectrogram 
of  LH turbulence at the separatrix (EFI 1600 Hz data) and 
Figure 9 shows the same for the whistler waves in the 
depressed B-field region (PWI search coil data). Figure 10 
a,b is the example of electron holes found  at the wall and 
within the B-depression region, as recorded by WBR of 
PWI.     



EFI burst 
mode
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Wavelet spectrogram of LH waves at the separatrix



Wavelet spectrogram of whistler packets





Electron holes  (electron solitary waves) in the reconnection 
outflow region



HYDRA electron distribution function f(vperp,vpar) at the
„bottom” of magnetic cavity (obtained under the
assumption of gyrotropy). Weak signatures of high-
energy electron beam are seen at the edge of spectrogram
high-energy cut-off (left side).  Ion f(vperp,vpar) should be 
inspected, too (no ion data yet).



First completed  MP 
crossing: 
• HYDRA spectrograms for 
electrons  and ions,  skew and 
anisotropy 
of f (v⊥,v||)
• B in LMN coordinates

Fig. 11a, 



- electron solitary waves in the reconnection outflow region:



Regions where electron solitary waves were observed are 
marked with  strips on B-panel.
WBR waveform however are not obtained continuously.



-TIMAS, ion distribution function in the MSBL (Fig. 4 of 
Russell et al., J. Geophys. Res., 105, 5489-5495, 2000) 
corresponding to Langmuir waves interval.
-Wide-band wave activity is supressed within magnetic cavities 
wherever B drops below some limit (e.g., electron holes are seen
at cavity walls, but not at the “bottom”). 

“free flow “ MS, PDLMP/CS center & B-cavity B-cavities



Arrow marks 
the occurrence of 
Langmuir waves. 
They were observed
at the separatrix of
the reconnection 
outflow region on the
MS side

MP_out,
event A



High-frequency waves are absent inside the magnetopause, as 
seen at this spectrogram for  14:29:50-14:30:38 UT.



First MP out, energetic ions

lobe MG separatrix

+MP center,
case A 

MPBL

MS, PDL MS    electron 
separatrix



B1 B2

Event B:
Here Polar travels from 
the MS (PDL) to enter
the reconnection outflow
mostly on the MS
side of the field reversal 
region, then back to MS.
Note that on the 

MG side of B-field
reversal region  the hot
ion skew is aligned.  

Arrows mark the region 
where Langmuir and/or 
upper hybrid
waves were present 



partial MP_in, 
event B1

Here Langmuir and up-/down-shifted electron acoustic (?)  waves are seen 
within the electron separatrix on the MS side, 14:41:35-14:42:00 UT



Examples of waveforms confirming reality of Langmuir waves (but there are other
waves here, too):





Electron holes  (electron solitary waves) in the reconnection outflow region

Fig. 10bFig. 10a





MSBL (mostly) 
and MP_out, event B2 

The same as on previous slide but for the next electron 
(and occasionally ion) separatrix on the MS side of the reconnection
outflow, at 14:46:00-14:47:35. Note how the electron separatrix is well distinguished 
both on wave spectrograms and in the electric field data (smooth DC-field only). 



Event C

Arrows mark 
Langmuir waves
occurrence  during 
final MP_in 



At 14:51:07-14:51:12 UT and 14:51:48-14:51:58 UT again at the separatrix 
on MS side during the final MP inbound crossing. ( Here only Hydra 3-s spectra can

help to resolve the structure, i.e., electron vs ion separatrix. Smooth DC electric field indicates electron separatrix ?)



MP_in, case C

MS, PDL

lobe



Kąt anteny względem B:
93o -137o





SUMMARY

We try to find a coherent scenario that produce turbulent 
boundary layer at the high-latitude magnetopause under strong 
northward IMF. Low temporal resolution of plasma data make it
difficult. Merging site seems to be structured on much finer scales.

Wave data from Wide Band Receiver  (WBR) are very helpful in 
studies on physical process  responsible for such a structuring.

EFI data: A compression of the magnetic field was found at the
magnetospheric separatrix , co-existent with a sharp minimum of local 
plasma density, as predicted by, Shay et al., 2001 simulation of magnetic 
reconnection using electron PIC code. Intense lower hybrid turbulence is 
seen at the density gradient within the separatrix on the magnetospheric
side of the outflow region.



Electromagnetic wave packets of whistlers type as well as
electron holes are found at the walls of magnetic cavities. Electron 
holes were predicted to form in the reconnection outflow region by 
recent simulations of Drake et al., 2003 (Science, Vol. 299) and are 
signs of  electron-scale  physics domination in the merging site. 

PWI data: We found that Langmuir and/or upper hybrid waves  
occur as dominant waves in the narrow region of electron separatrix
bordering the sunward outflow region on the magnetosheath side of 
the current layer. These waves may be excited by ``bump on the tail'' 
instability. 

Slightly deeper into the outflow region where hot  ion beams 
appear and hot electron beam is denser, Langmuir waves may 
coalesce into electron solitary waves. 



SUMMARY –cont.

On the magnetospheric side of the outflow region we may have 
bi-stream instability (counterstreaming equally dense hot electron 
beams and hot ion beam) and it is probably why electron holes are so 
abundant there (e. g., Omura et al., 1996).

Coupling of electron solitary and Langmuir/upper hybrid waves 
to lower hybrid waves  in different regions of merging site - next 
subject to study.

.



Earlier observations of Langmuir waves at the magnetopause: 
- Gurnett et al., 1979



Striking similarity of high-frequency waves in the foreshock 
and at this magnetopause:

Left:Cluster, Samba, Whisper data - waves in the foreshock region of the bow shock, 
from Décréau et al., 2001, their Fig. 10. Upper panel - Natural wave  mode,
lower panel- Sounding wave mode. Right: Polar, PWI, WBR spectra, MS, electron 
separatrix and  the reconnection outflow region at the high-latitude
magnetopause.  
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Why V1L 
is so “dull”?

Event A



?

Event B1



?

Event B2



?

Event C



Higher resolution EFI data (V12,V34,V56) during the same four intervals:

?

Event A



?

Event B1



?

Event B2



?

Event C



Electric component

Magnetic component 



Langmuir waves are seen at the very edge 
of the MSBL (ion separatrix
of the reconnection outflow region in MS?) . 
Arrow shows the position where the 
reflected ion beam shown  on previous slide 
was observed (marked by blue dot). 

MP out- Case A

Inside and at the wall of the magnetic 
depression region ions are hot, stagnating, 
with an apparent hot high-energy beam (?). 
(here B increases from 40 nT to 120 nT) 

(higher time resolution
necessary)



Numerical simulation of magnetic field dissipation in a 
collisionless thin current sheet predict suprathermal electron
production both in reconnection and reconnection-free scenarios. 

We found that large-scale structures in the boundary layer 
are more compatible with classical reconnection picture, while 
micro-structures as pin-pointed by WBR wave data fit as well the 
reconnection free scenario, e.g., of Shinohara et al. (2001, Phys. 
Rev. Lett.)
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